
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Children’s books spring 2016 

 

 

We are glad to represent the following Italian publishers: 

 

Coccole Books www.coccolebooks.com   picture books, fiction 5+ 

Sinnos www.sinnos.org   graphic novels for children, picture books, fiction, age 0/16 

Valentina edizioni www.valentinaedizioni.it    picture books 2+, science books for children 

Uovonero www.uovonero.com picture books, fiction, special books for disabled children 

Euno edizioni www.eunoedizioni.it   picture books, fiction 8+, YA 

Edizioni Clichy www.edizioniclichy.it picture books, classical tales 

 



 



Lisa Biggi & Isabella Grott

february

The true story of how
february  29   was born

N
ISBN: 9788897870616
PAGES: 40
SIZE: 21x27 cm
hardcover
Euros 11,90
Age: 3/7 years

Agenzia servizi editoriali  www.serv-ed.it  angela.f@serv-ed.it

Dark clouds darkened the sun that couldn’t shine the 
streets. Day and night didn’t distinguished
anymore and children couldn’t go out to play. But 
finally, Tommy met a strange man… and colors
resumed the place of black and white.

http://www.serv-ed.it/


Agenzia Servizi Editoriali 
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Arianna Papini 
 

Liberi tutti! All free! 
 
Uovonero 2015 
 
 
Picture book, 40 pages 
cm 22x22 hardcover 
13,50 euros 
 
 

A delicate picture book about NO that 
are supposed to help children grow up 
and YES that let them live 

 
 

Being children nowadays often means being surrounded by over-protective parents. All 
appears as a danger: rain, wind, darkness, and children are forbidden to risk, but this 
means also lose a lot of opportunities to know and experiment by themselves. 
 
A book to learn that the right to risk helps children to discover amusing things that remain 
unknown, if fear and deny prevail. 
 

 

Arianna PAPINI is a well-known and international author and illustrator for children; visit 
her website:http://www.ariannapapini.com/ 
 

 



                                          Agenzia servizi editoriali        www.serv-ed.it      info@serv-ed.it 
 

A new edition of the historical Pinocchio by the great illustrator Leo Mattioli: 
 

The adventures of Pinocchio 
 

Illustrated by Leo Mattioli 

Edizioni Clichy 
Size: 25 x 32 cm 
Pages: 240 
Hardcover edition eu 29.00 

A big Exhibition on the Pinocchio by Leo Mattioli, with all the original 

illustrations, was held at the National Library in Florence, in 2014, and is 

visiting other cities in the next months: Collodi, Palermo, Trieste, 

Bologna. 

 
It’s been nearly sixty years since Vallecchi  published Pinocchio, the work of the young illustrator Leonardo 
Mattioli (1928-1999). A very important national release at the time and promoted by «Fondazione Collodi». 
Among the historical editions of Collodi's fairy tale, Mattioli’s Pinocchio is probably the only one that has 
never been republished so far. The work is primarily characterized by an emotional but never rhetorical use 
of the color: light blue, orange, dull red, brown and ocher, which are alternated in an apparent 
monochromatism but they actually constitute a refined overlapping of planes nurturing and emphasizing 
the awesomeness of the narration. 
  
The setting is absolute and recognizable in the popular, artisan and agricultural Tuscany: from the 
architecture to the landscapes, going through minor details (hanging clothes, a bottle of wine, barrels), with 
a composition style in between Ottone Rosai and the Cubism of Braque and Picasso, which is known for 
example in the frequent use of the lettering, including the "L" that signs each illustration.  The puppet itself 
is always represented in its geometric silhouette, but the extreme and dynamic lightness which is outlined 
seems to underline the elusiveness of its essence between a child and a toy, a rebel with unstoppable esprit 
vital. 

This new edition comes from the desire to show to a wider audience as possible Mattioli’s tables with a 
printing quality that in the early fifties was unreachable. Edited by Giovanni Mattioli; foreword by Carlo 
Lapucci, Livio Sossi, Giorgia Grilli and Fabian Negrin 

 

After the success of the first hardcover edition, a new softcover edition 

with seven new and unpublished illustrations found during the 

preparation of the big Exhibition on Leo Mattioli’s Pinocchio  

 

Size: 17 x 24 cm 
Pages: 256 
Softcover, eu 22.00  

Press reviews and more info at:  

http://www.edizioniclichy.it/index.php?file=scheda_libro&id_pubblicazione=153  
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The Artists 

 

 

 

 

Why artists decide to take brush and palette? What they want to 
represent and impart to us with their works? “Gli artisti di 
Valentina” will take children along the discovery of the world of 
art, helping them to see reality with artists’ eyes. Animals, 

human body, emotions, nature are the themes of this series, 

with games, creative activities and lots of curiosities. 

 

Creative activities ames and lots 

of  uriosities! 

Four colourful books dedicated to children who wants 
to discover the world with artist’s eye! 
 

VALENTINA BILETTA 

Is an illustrator and organizes courses and workshops for teachers, students, experts, She published her works 

with Feltrinelli, Garzanti, De Agostini, Il Sole240re, Edizioni Erikson, Sonda, Pearson, Paravia, Bruno 

Mondadori. 

 -  



 

 

Animals 

With an artist’s eye 
Dalla mucca gialla di Franz Marc al mosaico 
dei pesci dell'antica Pompei, passando 
attraverso la scultura di Pablo Picasso e i 
dipinti degli aborigeni australiani. Un giro 
del mondo e un viaggio nel tempo per 
conoscere l'arte parlando di animali... e per 
conoscere i l mondo degli animali parlando 
di arte. 

 

9788897870791 



 
We 

With an artist’s eye 
Las meninas di Diego Velasquez e le mani di 
Auguste Rodin, la statua di Buddha e le 

figure di Jean Dubuffet. Quanti 
modi ci sono per rappresentare 
noi e i l nostro corpo: i l  
viso, le mani, i gesti. Ogni segno 
racconta in maniera diversa, 
esprime emozioni, racchiude un 
mondo... questo libro ci aiuta a 
scoprirlo passo passo! 

 

marzo  2016 

9788897870807 

24x22 



Silent Book - Eli sottovoce… 
Laura Bellini 
 
Eli is a very tenacious dragonfly who wants to build new things, but everything she builds seems to collapse. Often problems are 
a stimulus to improve and start over. A story of willpower… in which imagination tells a thousand words! 
 

 
Eli sottovoce… l’uovo 
Rights sold in Turkey  

 
Laura Bellini 
 
0/99 years, 128x370, pp. 36, €14,90  
9788897870517, hardback 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Eli sottovoce… le carte 
Laura Bellini 
 
0/99 years, 128x370, pp. 40, €14,90  
9788897870531, hardback 

 

 

Eli sottovoce… le carte 
Rights sold in Turkey  

 
Laura Bellini 
 
0/99 years, 128x370, pp. 40, €14,90  
9788897870562, hardback 

 

 
 



I genietti di Valentina 
Luca Novelli 

 
Ciao, sono Zero 
Rights sold in Corea 

Luca Novelli 
 
6/10 years, 130x200, 88 pp., 12.90€, 
9788897870654, hardback with dust jacket 
 
This is the story of Zero narrated by himself: he is the terrible Nothing, feared as the Devil, who 
becomes a magic number that multiplies for 10 all the numbers next to which he seats. It is a magic 
of mathematics! Zero is part of an ancient story that starts in India, gets around the world through 
Arabic merchants and flows in modern computers, where together with the solitary One he can 
represent all the numbers and all the words of the world. 

 

Ciao, sono Gea 
Luca Novelli 
 
6/10 years, 130x200, 88 pp., 12.90€, 
9788897870760, hardback with dust jacket 
 
This is the story of the Earth narrated by herself: from the time she was a fireball flooding around the 
Sun, then a beautiful planet rich of plants and animals and characterized by a delicate equilibrium in 
which we are living and which we should respect. This is a trip through geological eras and big 
extinctions that arrives till nowadays. 

 

Ciao, sono Tempo 
Luca Novelli 
 
6/10 years, 130x200, 88 pp., 12.90€, 
9788897870870, hardback with dust jacket 
 
This is the story of the Time narrated by himself: from his start with the Universe, to the way mankind 
perceives him today. From the first measurements through the Sun and the Moon, to the current 
atomic clocks. From an entity that could not be caught and stopped, to time trips and relative time. 
Till the motionless time of particular places in the Universe, like the black holes. Time is a magic and 
strange character… that accompanies us in every second of our life! 

 
 
 
 
Gli artisti di Valentina 
Valentina Biletta 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



Animali con occhi d’artista 
6/11 years, 240x220, 48 pp., 12.00€, 
9788897870791, paperback 

 
Noi con occhi d’artista 
6/11 years, 240x220, 48 pp., 12.00€, 
9788897870807, paperback 
 
Why artists decide to take brush and palette? What they want to represent and impart to us with their works? “Gli artisti di 
Valentina” will take children along the discovery of the world of art, helping them to see reality with artists’ eyes. Animals, 
human body, emotions, nature are the themes of this series, with games, creative activities and lots of curiosities. 

 
 

 
Febbraio 
Lisa Biggi, Isabella Grott 
 
3/7 years, 210x270, 40 pp., 11.90€, 
9788897870616, hardback 
 
 
Dark clouds darkened the sun that couldn’t shine the streets. Day and night didn’t distinguished 
anymore and children couldn’t go out to play. But finally, Tommy met a strange man… and colors 
resumed the place of black and white. 

 

 
 
 
 

Dora e il gentilorco 
Matteo Razzini, Sonia M. L. Possentini 
 
4/8 years, 210x250, 32 pp., 12.00€, 
9788897870814, hardback 
 
Mister Franco, a freaky man, wrote short rhymes to donate to people he met. He was only a 
madman for all people in that town, but for Dora, a curious and sensitive girl, he was a Kindogre 
able to let poetry flourish in anything. But the old teacher of the school, the fearsome Igor 
Grattabordo, spent his nights to cancel Franco’s spells. Will Dora be able to help her Kindogre? 

 

 
 

Inseguendo i segni del cielo 
Arrigo Barbaglio 
 
6/12 years, 200x270, 44 pp., 11.90€, 
9788897870739, hardback with pictures 
 
Sometimes we have just to direct our gaze to the sky and turn on our imagination to discover the 
extraordinary characters who live in the skies of our cities, where the walls of buildings, together 
with clouds and the blue sky, draw new and strange figures. So those places we have known since 
ever become dancing bears, gray eagles or great thinkers… 
Story and photography come together to create a special book, where our imagination lights up to 
go beyond appearance. 

 



La rivolta delle lancette 
Rights sold in China 

 

Davide Molteni, Laura Zannoni 
 
3/7 years, 200x220, 40 pp., 12.90€, 
9788897870159, hardback 
 
Three clock-hands, Oretta, Minutina and Secondella, have been friends since the beginning of 
time. One day, tired of quarrelling with each other, they decide to go their separate ways and, 
because of this, everything stops! Luckily friendship will bring them back together, happy and 
synchronized once again.  

 
 
 

 

Chiedilo alla mamma, chiedilo al papà 
Rights sold in Spain 

 

Cristina Petit, AntonGionata Ferrari 
 
3/7 years, 200x250, 32 pp., 12.00€, 
9788897870586, hardback 

 
Martino has wonderful parents who never says “No”! He can do what he wants: watch TV, eat 
tons of pop-corn, be Tarzan… But what happens after he’s been left to do what he wants for 
days? 

 
 
 



Paolo Ligabue
Il Canto del Lupo

Illustrations by Matteo Pagani

Valentina edizioni 2015

32 pages -  20X25 cm
 €12,00
 3-7 years
hardcover – full colour illustrations
English text available

For Gunther the Wolf  stammering is a huge problem. In the forest no one takes him 
seriously. It will be a little goldfinch to trust him without judging 

Agenzia Servizi Editoriali



Cristina Petit
Chiedilo alla mamma. 
Chiedilo al papà

Illustrations by AntonGionata Ferrari

Valentina edizioni 2015 

32 pages -  20X25 cm
 €12,00
 3-7 years
hardcover – full colour illustrations

Rights sold in: SpainRights sold in: Spain

Martino's parents are fantastic! They never say NO... A real enjoyment!
But what is going to happen after days and days of pranks at will? An explosion
of popcorns, a cascade of a thousand soap bubbles, a half-shaved dog, a little
Zorro who wanders fearless at home, looking for new adventures.
Maybe it is not so bad to establish some rules...!

Agenzia Servizi Editoriali



Roberto Piumini
Il succo della sapienza

Illustrations by Antonio Boffa

Valentina edizioni 2015 

32 pages -  20X25 cm
 €12,00
 3-7 years
hardcover – full colour illustrations
English text available

Everyone knows that the Chinese mandarins are full of  wisdom, and all those who taste 
their juice become wise. But what happens when the juice ends? To continue to be wise 
humans will just keep racking their brains.

Agenzia Servizi Editoriali



Daniela Valente
Dove sta Zazà ?

Illustrations by Sandro Natalini

Valentina edizioni 2015 – Forthcoming

32 full colour pages
24x24 cm
12 euro

3-7 years

Zaza is the thirteenth of  a litter of  cute pink piglets. Unfortunately his mother has only
12 tits and  for Zazà dinner is a daily challenge. But the good thing is that in the farm
there are other generous moms and number thirteen becomes a lucky charm for Zaza. 

Agenzia Servizi Editoriali



Catalogue 2016Foreign rights

Coccole books Srl - Via G. Fortunato, 54 - 87021 Belvedere Marittimo (CS) - www.coccoleebooks.com - edizioni@coccolebooks.com - +39.0985.887823
Distribuzione: PDE Spa - Tutor librerie: tutor@pde.it - Tel +39.02.26111870 int 389  

FACEBOOK.COM/COCCOLEBOOKS COCCOLE BOOKS@COCCOLEBOOKS

Age: 5+       
Collection: Coccole
Pp. 24/ cm 24x21 / color illustrations/ hardback glossy

ISBN: 978-88-98346-41-7

Before I was born, I already had a father, a mother, four 
grandfathers and an older sister. Before I was born I 
would have had a father, a mother four grandfathers 
and a dog. Sometimes the bad luck borns before you ... 
a book to let little less complicated the life of a young 
brother!

TAGS:  

€ 11,00

Mia sorella è una puzzola
(My sister is a skunk)
Written by Chiara Lorenzoni
Illustrated by Santo Pappalardo

brothers relationship, imaginary friends, pets.

Some people prefer having a dog
instead of an older sister!



Catalogue 2016Foreign rights

Coccole books Srl - Via G. Fortunato, 54 - 87021 Belvedere Marittimo (CS) - www.coccoleebooks.com - edizioni@coccolebooks.com - +39.0985.887823
Distribuzione: PDE Spa - Tutor librerie: tutor@pde.it - Tel +39.02.26111870 int 389  

FACEBOOK.COM/COCCOLEBOOKS COCCOLE BOOKS@COCCOLEBOOKS

Age: 5+       
Collection: Coccole
Pp. 40/ cm 21x24 / color illustrations/ hardback glossy

ISBN: 978-88-98346-27-1

In the Middle Ages, bestiaries used to have an enor-
mous success and were the most read and copied 
texts. Small encyclopedias of imaginary animals where 
the scienti�c description easily mixed with the legen-
dary tale. In this anthology, you can �nd the stories of 
the most extraordinary animals: from werewolves to 
mermaids, including the immortal phoenix and fatal 
basilisk. You will �nd out how far the European dragon 
breath can reach and why unicorns have long been 
unsighted.

TAGS:  

€ 13,00

Bestiario Fantastico
(Fantastic Bestiary)
Written by Francesca Gambino e Enrico Cerni
Illustrated by Davide Bertelli

Mythological animals, Fantasy bestiary,
Legends, Myths.

Mythological monsters come alives
with this beautiful illustrations!



Catalogue 2016Foreign rights

Coccole books Srl - Via G. Fortunato, 54 - 87021 Belvedere Marittimo (CS) - www.coccoleebooks.com - edizioni@coccolebooks.com - +39.0985.887823
Distribuzione: PDE Spa - Tutor librerie: tutor@pde.it - Tel +39.02.26111870 int 389  

FACEBOOK.COM/COCCOLEBOOKS COCCOLE BOOKS@COCCOLEBOOKS

Age: 3+
Pp. 20/ cm 24x21 / color illustrations/ hardback 
 

ISBN: 978-88-98346-14-1

When you are three, it is so hard to part from your own 
poo. The huge whirlpool in the water closet presages 
nothing good about the place where it ends up, in 
spite of what Teo thinks: “Poo is mine and I handle it”. 
What if all his poos ended up in a safe place? Then, he 
can make it peacefully

TAGS:  

€ 11,00

L’isola delle cacche
(The doo-doo’s Island)
Written by Maria Rita Parsi
Illustrated by Marilina Ricciardi

Poo – Fears – Diaper - Potty - toilet training

A nice tale to help your child
to leave the potty



Catalogue 2016Foreign rights

Coccole books Srl - Via G. Fortunato, 54 - 87021 Belvedere Marittimo (CS) - www.coccoleebooks.com - edizioni@coccolebooks.com - +39.0985.887823
Distribuzione: PDE Spa - Tutor librerie: tutor@pde.it - Tel +39.02.26111870 int 389  

FACEBOOK.COM/COCCOLEBOOKS COCCOLE BOOKS@COCCOLEBOOKS

Age: 7+                      
Collection: I quaderni della scuola
1st edition: March 2012
Pp. 48/ cm 14.7x20 / color illustrations/
hardback + jacket turns into a poster 

ISBN: 978-88-98346-30-1

The �rst-person story of a brave contemporary tea-
cher, coping with countless commitments in her priva-
te as well as in her professional life. Both sides told in a 
light and easy tone. Two trenches, two outposts to be 
guarded and defended from clichés, prejudices and 
institutional indi�erence, at all costs. Our fearless and 
most human teacher, just like a hero and sometimes 
all on her own, faces with the same resourcefulness 
in�uenza as well as shortage of toilet paper, coexisten-
ce and tables alike, always enthusiastically and with 
tender tenacity. And with an extraordinary respect for 
her children. 

TAGS:  

€ 11,90

La Maestra è un Capitano
(Captain Teacher )
Written by Antonio Ferrara 
Illustrated by Anna Laura Cantone

teacher life, school realtionships, pupils,
family.



Catalogue 2016Foreign rights

Coccole books Srl - Via G. Fortunato, 54 - 87021 Belvedere Marittimo (CS) - www.coccoleebooks.com - edizioni@coccolebooks.com - +39.0985.887823
Distribuzione: PDE Spa - Tutor librerie: tutor@pde.it - Tel +39.02.26111870 int 389  

FACEBOOK.COM/COCCOLEBOOKS COCCOLE BOOKS@COCCOLEBOOKS

Age: 3-6 years
Ist edition: November 2013
pp. 30/ cm 24 x21 / color illustrations / Hardback glossy 

ISBN: 978-88-98346-36-3

You might be wondering: what does a mammoth have 
to do with pizza? Yes… because pizza exists from a lot 
of time… this book starts from the beginning of the 
world and tells the story of this food, loved by young 
and adults. From the Neolithic focaccia bread, to the 
pizza of the future, invented in 2000. A very funny 
album to enjoy alone or in company! Inside the super-
secret recipe of the best pizza of the world… 

TAGS:  

€ 12,50

Tutti pazzi per la pizza
(All crazy for pizza!)
Written by Sandro Natalini
Illustrated by Anna Laura Cantone

Pizza, History, food.

A colorful voyage inside the true
history of most famous italian food.



Catalogue 2016Foreign rights

Coccole books Srl - Via G. Fortunato, 54 - 87021 Belvedere Marittimo (CS) - www.coccoleebooks.com - edizioni@coccolebooks.com - +39.0985.887823
Distribuzione: PDE Spa - Tutor librerie: tutor@pde.it - Tel +39.02.26111870 int 389  

FACEBOOK.COM/COCCOLEBOOKS COCCOLE BOOKS@COCCOLEBOOKS

Age: 5+
Pp. 30/ cm 24x21 / color illustrations
golden-print hardback
 

ISBN: 978-88-98346-02-8

The strong wind heralds a storm is coming and twelve 
tolls will soon announce it is midnight… Gnick! The 
door of our hero’s ghostly bedroom creaks open. 
Luckily, it’s his mum bringing some new terrifying 
nightmarish story. It seems an awful night just like 
many others at Mostronis’, but something is hiding 
under his bed…

TAGS:  

€ 12,50

Chi c’è sotto il letto?
(Who’s there under my bed?)
Written by Sandro Natalini
Illustrated by Anna Laura Cantone

Monsters – Fears – Prejudice – Friendship

What if a boy comes out from
the bottom of a monster’s bed?



Euno Edizioni 

Ferdinando Albertazzi 

LE NOVE RENNE DI BABBO 

NATALE 

SANTA CLAUS AND HIS 

NINE REINDEERS 

 

Age: 6/8  

Illustrated book 

Pages: 48 

Size: 12 x 17 

 

 

 

 

Poor Santa Claus is desperate: his reindeers disappeared! How will he bring his presents 
to the children all over the world? Thankfully, Nicola, together with Nikolaeva, Claus, 
Nicky, Hukonau, Colette, Nicolàs, Nikela and Nicoletta will help him, transforming –
magic!- into Santa’s nine reindeers. Don’t worry, it’s only a dream of the young Nicola, 
who will learn in this way how to become more generous. 
 
 
 

Ferdinando Albertazzi is one of the most prolific children’s 
books author. He published since 1974 several books with 
major publishing companies. Amongst his titles: 
Il teatro delle ore (2015, Piemme), Le torte di Camilla (2014, 
Piemme), Un regalo inaspettato (2014, Piemme), La giostra delle 

parole (2013, Emme Edizioni), Cosa dirò da grande (2008, Einaudi Ragazzi). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Agenzia Servizi Editoriali 



Euno edizioni 

Giuseppe Zambito 

TRE GOCCE SORELLE 

THREE SISTER DROPS 
Illustrated by da Cinzia Farina 

 

Picture book 6/10 

Pages: 48 

Size: 22 x 22 cm 

In a large, lush garden,  three sister drops live on a peach tree leaf . Three water drops: 

named Legality, Unity and Creativity. Together the three sisters keep the garden alive. 

But what will happen when the terrible roaches, aided by threatening black clouds 

holding the rain, will conquer the garden and take away freedom at all? 

A metaphor that helps children to understand rights and respect for civil rules and for 

other people. The book also  helps teachers and parents to face complex issues like 

Mafia, lawlessness, bullying, harassment, State, rights and freedom. 

Giuseppe Zambito, works as a teacher. He directed for several years the literary prize “La torre 
dell’orologio” together with the writer Simonetta Agnello Hornby and now directs the Literary Festival 
Kaos. 
 
Cinzia Farina, worked as a teacher of Arts, now is retired and is fully involved in her artistic 
production between Sicily and France. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Agenzia Servizi Editoriali 



collana pesci parlanti
(talking fishes series)

selected by IBBY for the international exhibition
OUTSTANDING BOOKS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES 
(the 60 best books of the world for disabled children)

Inclusion
at its best!}

FEATURES:
• simple sentences
• alphabetic and PCS (Picture Communication Symbols™) text
• resistant board pages
• special easy-turning™ shaped pages
• artistic but clear illustrations

All books are:
• 32 easy-turning™ 
board pages 
(including cover)
• 22 x 22 cm
• special reinforced 
cover

Classic fairy tales designed to offer to any child the pleasure (and the 
right) to read a book and to share it with the others. Inclusion at its 
best, in a series supervised by child psychologist Dr. Enza Crivelli. 

Age: 2+

Suitable for:
– very young readers (from 2 years of age)
– non-native speaking children
– children with autism spectrum disorders
– children with delayed mental development

CHE  BOCCA

«PER  MANGIARTI

DICE:

«NONNA, GRANDE!»

DICE: MEGLIO!»IL  LUPO

CAPPUCCETTO ROSSO

Little Red Riding Hood
by Peppo Bianchessi
ISBN 978-88-96918-01-2

The Three Little Pigs
by Matteo Gubellini
ISBN 978-88-96918-06-7

Jack and the Magic 
Beanstalk
by Peppo Bianchessi
ISBN 978-88-96918-04-3

forthcoming:
Rapunzel
by Antonio Boffa

available:

Goldilocks and the 
Three Bears
by Peppo Bianchessi
ISBN 978-88-96918-11-1

new!



Animali di Versi
(In Verse Animals)

Riccio Lino e le Gommolose
(Otis Hedgehog and the 

Gummilicious)

In this book you can meet a good and vegetarian wolf, a small 
hippopotamus, a fish with legs to run, a nightingale who doesn’t sing, 
and many other silly animals…

Half picture book and half drawing book, it is printed on special 
writeable paper, to let children make their own personal story by 
writing or drawing in the large empty spaces of the pictures.

Who wants to be a friend of Otis Hedgehog? He pricks, he hurts, he 
even does not speak… But when his friends are in a trouble, he can 
show how useful may be his prickle-covered body!
A gripping and fascinating tale about friendship and difference.

Isabella Christina Felline
Roberta Angeletti (ill.)

48 pages
30 x 20 cm
ISBN 978-88-96918-07-4

Age: 5-8

Enza Crivelli e Marco Carabassi
Peppo Bianchessi (ill.)

36 pages
21 x 29 cm
ISBN 978-88-96918-00-5

Age: 6-8



Kikkerville

The evil Witch Ranospocchia (a hateful and ugly frog) hates everyone 
who is different from her. When four children come to swim in her 
pool, she quickly turns them into frogs. They have to reach the 
Chamber of the Crown to break the spell, but only when all of them 
will reach there they could return to their human shape.

Age: 5+

This game has been especially designed to help playing the 
children who usually cannot do it, because of autism, Asperger’s 
Syndrome and other similar diseases. 
Ginevra Tomei, industrial designer, have been working together 
with Dr. Flavia Caretto, child psychologist and autism expert, and 
Dr. Giorgio Munafò, psychologist, to develop this exciting and 
insightful game, the first and only with these characteristics in the 
world.

A non-competitive, cooperative, board game for 
every child.

FEATURES:
• gameboard rotates only counterclockwise, to help players to 
respect their turn and to allow each player to look at it in the 
same way;
• magnetic pawns and accessories;
• visual dice;
• easy and amusing tasks, accessible for everyone;
• clear board, without confusing graphics;
• cooperative, non-competitive game, where it’s only possible 
to win all together, helping the other players to overcome 
their difficulties.

CONTENTS:
• rotating double gameboard;
• 4 magnetic pawns;
• 1 magnetic card tray;
• 1 magnetic discard holder;
• 60 cards;
• booklet with rules and the tale of the witch and the pool.

top nominee to: 
INDEX Award 2007

Design to Improve Life
Section “play”



 



 

Valentina Edizioni is a brand of Francesco Brioschi Editore srl 

Via Santa Valeria 3, 201233 Milan, Italy 
Ph. +39 (0)2 86915570 – info@brioschieditore.it 

 

 
i genietti 

 

The i genietti project of Valentina Edizioni is a series of 6 books about scientific themes for children from 6 to 10 
years, written and drawn by Luca Novelli. Each book is dedicated to a very particular character (Mr Zero, Gea, Robo, 
Time, Cell, Mic) who tells his story and adventures in first person, such as the history of numbers, of the Earth as a 
living organism, computer sciences, the mistery of Time…). The series is colored, funny, intense… almost poetic. 
 

Luca Novelli 
Writer, illustrator, naturalist and traveler, tv author and of a variety of science books for children translated in 22 
languages. He won the Andersen Award for Divulgation, the Legambiente Award, the Leonardo Award for scientific 
communication. 
 

 

 

 

Ciao, sono Gea 
(Scienze Naturali) Storia della Terra raccontata da lei medesima.  

Da palla infuocata alla deriva attorno al Sole alla ricchezza della Biodiversità del mondo vegetale e 

animale. Racconto di un viaggio attraverso ere geologiche e grandi estinzioni, fino agli equilibri naturali 

di oggi dei quali facciamo parte e che abbiamo tutto l'interesse di rispettare. 

 

 

Hi, I’m Gea 

(Natural science) This is the story of the Earth narrated by herself: from the time she was a fireball 

flooding around the Sun, then a beautiful planet rich of plants and animals and characterized by a delicate 

equilibrium in which we are living and which we should respect. This is a trip through geological eras and 

big extinctions that brings us till nowadays. 

Ciao, sono Zero 
(Matematica) Storia dello Zero raccontata da lui medesimo.  

Come niente di niente, anzi il terribile Nulla temuto come il Diavolo è diventano una magica cifra che 

moltiplica per dieci tutti numeri con i quali si accompagna. Un sortilegio della Matematica! Una storia 

antica che comincia in India, diffonde nel mondo con i mercanti arabi e finisce nei computer di oggi, dove 

insieme al solitario Uno può rappresentare tutti i numeri e tutte le parole del mondo. 

 

Hi, I’m Zero 

(Mathematics) This is the story of Zero narrated by himself: he is the terrible Nothing, dreaded as the 

Devil, who becomes a magic number that multiplies for 10 all the numbers next to which he seats. It is a 

magic of mathematics! Zero is part of an ancient story that starts in India, gets around the world through 

Arabic merchants and flows in modern computers, where together with the solitary One he can represent 

all the numbers and all the words of the world. 

 

Ciao, sono Robo 
(Informatica). Storia di un computer-robot raccontata da lui medesimo. Dalle sue origini meccaniche 

all'informatica, fino all'Intelligenza Artificiale. Da semplice calcolatore a genio tuttofare, capace di 

ricordare e di imparare dagli errori. Fornito di sensori si trasforma in un robot che ascolta, vede e fa. Ma 

se è simpatico è perché un uomo l'ha costruito così. 

 

Hi, I’m Robo 

(Computer sciences) This is the story of a computer-robot narrated by himself: from his mechanical 

origins to computer sciences, up to artificial intelligence. He was once a simple calculator, then a factotum 

genius, able to remember and learn from his own mistakes. Endowed with special sensors, he becomes a 

robot who listens, sees and acts. And if he is so nice and smart, it is because a man has built him so! 
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   Ciao, sono Zero 
 

 

Ciao, sono Tempo 
(Fisica). Storia del Tempo raccontata da lui medesimo.  

Dalla nascita con l'universo alla sua percezione da parte dell'uomo. Dalle prime misurazioni col Sole e con 

la  Luna, agli orologi atomici di oggi. Da entità imprendibile e inarrestabile, ai viaggi nel tempo e al tempo 

relativo. Fino al tempo immobile di  particolari luoghi dell'universo come i buchi neri. Un personaggio 

magico e paradossale...che ci accompagna per ogni minuto secondo della nostra vita. 

 

Hi, I’m Time 

(Physics) This is the story of the Time narrated by himself: from his start with the Universe, to the way 

mankind perceives him today. From the first measurements through the Sun and the Moon, to the current 

atomic clocks. From an entity that could not be caught and stopped, to time trips and relative time. Till the 

motionless time of particular places in the Universe, like the black holes. Time is a magic and strange 

character… that accompanies us in every second of our life! 
 

 

 



In this book you 
can find:

 • legends 
 • discoveries
 • experiments

TradiTional fairy Tales

and funny experimenTs!

a solar energy book!

come 
catturare 

il sole

Francesca Brunet   • Marialuce Bruscoli • Gianna Cauzzi

illustrazioni di Agnese Baruzzi

How to catch the sun
By Francesca Brunetti,  
Marialuce Bruscoli, Gianna Cauzzi
Color Illustration by Agnese Baruzzi
format: 20,5 x 26 cm
48 pages, hardcover
Age group: 6+



yo
u 
can

 see 

From China to Australia, from Albania to native 
America, a lot of traditional fairy tales from all 
over the world. In every tales the main character 
is the Sun. The stories are really full of adventures, 
surprising ideas, monsters, funny animals, knights and 
beautiful princesses. 
After every fary tale, there is a simple and brilliant 
experiment, that every reader can try at home by 
himself: how to observe safely the sun, how to built 
a solar cook machine, how to built a solar watch and 
similar.
The book is completely illustrated, with fun, irony and 
brilliant color, by italian illustrator Agnese Baruzzi.

The Authors 
Francesca Brunetti, 
Marialuce Bruscoli 
and Gianna Cauzzi 

are passionate readers 
of fairy tales and 

scientists: they are 
working on the Italian 
National Observatory 
in Arcetri (the same 
of Galileo Galilei, of 

course). 

tutti i numeri del mondo

by Lara Albanese| ill. colore di Cristina 

Bellacicco | ISBN 978-88-7609-246-6 | 

pp. 48 | f.to 18x25,5 | € 12,00

by Lara Albanese, Francesca Brunet, Antonella 
Gasperini | ill. color by Paolo Domeniconi 

|  pp. 60 softcover| f.to 21x21 | 
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